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NO. INITIAL SECT. PAGE LINE COMMENT RESPONSE/ NOTES 
 

1.  BA VIS 438 24 May be better off mentioning the bay and islands than just Alcatraz and Angel. done 
2.  BA VIS 439 3 Sub “part” for “aspect” done 
3.  BA VIS 439 14 Use the common term “southern Marin”, not southwestern, even though it’s 

geographically correct. 
done 

4.  BA VIS 439 24 “New” park lands include areas that are not so new. May want to distinguish 
between established areas in San Mateo from Rancho and other areas expected to 
be added to the park in the near future. 

deleted sentence 

5.  BA VIS 439 32 Change: “increasing” to “increase” done 
6.  BA VIS 439 35 Add “Overnight lodging facilities…” done 
7.  BA VIS 439 36 There is NO CAMPING at Phleger. done 
8.  BA VIS 439 40 Camping overnight is an important experience in itself. It is a similar experience 

available at more distant national parks, but made available to local populations. 
It also allows for the appreciation of the night sky and natural sounds that can’t 
be appreciated during other times. 

done 

9.  BA VIS 440 2 Purpose of GGNPC needs some editing. See their documents online. done 
10.  BA VIS 440 9 Heading should be down a level. I like what was done with Alcatraz on p. 442, 

line 13. 
June 

11.  BA VIS 441 10 Change “specific characterizations” to “characteristics” done 
12.  BA VIS 443 6 “larger”? done 
13.  BA VIS 443 13 The surveys DO tell us something about who is not coming. They suggest that 

ethnic minorities are not visiting parts of the park. See Emilyn’s more recent 
(unpublished?) surveys for Ocean Beach and other sites. I hope she comments 
here! 

done 

14.  BA VIS 444 16 What does “live performance” mean? deleted 
15.  BA VIS 444 21 Do partners really fund visitor centers? Which one? (Headlands?) done 
16.  BA VIS 447 1 Section is generally okay, but there are parts where the language or phrasing is 

unclear. Is there enough new information in this section to merit keeping it 
separate from GGNRA? (Visitor numbers and parking) 

retain – Muir Woods separate per rest of 
document 

17.  BA VIS 447 4 Nice descriptive paragraph. Consider cutting out since it doesn’t say much about 
visitor use? 

edited to be more visitor-focused 

18.  BA VIS 447 13 Sub “…opportunities to walk among the giant redwoods… done 
19.  BA VIS 447 16 Add “…access to the forest for disables visitors.” done 
20.  BA VIS 447 39 Drop from 1.6 million to 750,000 is massive. I think we need to explain that this 

was the result in changing the method of counting visitors; not a 50% drop in 
real visitation. Or we could just show last 10 years of data? 

changed to 10 years only 

21.  BA VIS 449 6 Paragraph has many important idea packed into it. Need t explain a bit more. done 
22.  BA VIS  12 Why mention “Parks as Classrooms” here? Didn’t see it in other GGNRA 

narrative. 
deleted 

23.  BA VIS 450 12 Should we give an idea of how many visitors arrive by shuttle? Mike Savidge 
24.  BA VIS 450 17 Section is pretty weak. “Potential” issue shouldn’t be cited before the real issues. revised 
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Can we report the causes for the most common LE responses? I think twisted 
ankles and other minor medical issues are common. LE comment? 

25.  BA VIS 451 7 Simplify the first paragraph by removing reference to 3 counties (done in para 3) 
and reducing GGNRA to “the park”. Don’t use the term “gateway communities”. 
It’s more intertwined that that. Suggest: 
“The social and economic conditions of the San Francisco Bay Area influence 
how the Golden Gate National Recreation Area and Muir Woods National 
Monument (collectively referred to as the park) are managed. Conversely, 
the park directly contributes to the social and economic conditions of the 
Bay Area…” 

Stephan – SE 

26.  BA VIS 451 36 One of the distinctions is that the travel distance to the park is not very great 
here. These are large public open lands within minutes of so many front doors. 
(Also rephrase: importance becoming more significant is awkward.) 

Stephan - SE 

27.  Ba Muir 680 1 We should be clear that this alternative would likely result in fewer visitors 
coming to the monument. The impact of that fact will be mixed, but let’s be clear 
that fewer visitors would be an effect of Alt. 2. [See also page 696, line 4.] 

In conclusion – it’s the outcome of all the other 
actions and impacts 
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